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Italian Natural Gas Transporter SGI  
Selects Telvent in Milestone Implementation 

 
In a first of its kind – deployment of Telvent system increases reliability; automates gas 

reporting for European market deregulation compliance  
 

February 4, 2010, – Telvent (NASDAQ: TLVT), the IT company for a sustainable and 
secure world, announced today that Società Gasdotti Italia S.P.A. (SGI), the largest 
private natural gas transporter in Italy, has completed implementation of Telvent’s gas 
reporting application.  With this installation – the first of its kind in Europe – SGI’s 
operational data is fully and redundantly available across the enterprise.  
 
Information from SGI’s 1,300 kilometers of high pressure pipeline is integrated into 
POLARIS (Pipeline Operations, Logistics, and Revenue Information System) for gas 
contracts, gas nominations, billing, gas allocation, and reporting.  The tool helps 
minimize manual entry and improve reporting accuracy, so SGI can improve service to 
over 400 industrial customers and municipalities across Italy.   
 
The system interfaces with SGI’s business system, SAP, for efficient and accurate 
billing and invoicing.  POLARIS is easily scalable to help SGI meet current and future 
business requirements.  In addition, SGI can comply with regulatory mandates and 
reporting requirements of the Italian Gas Authority with highly available operational 
data for rapid business processes.   
 
“Full use of available technology and a relentless search for innovation are SGI traits 
that keep us on a path of ever-increasing quality of service in a cost efficient 
manner,” said SGI’s Managing Director, Mr. Federico Frassi.  “Our close relationship 
with Telvent has been a key factor enabling such development.” 
 
"SGI's implementation is a true example of Telvent applications adding significant 
value by making real-time business decisions possible," affirmed Larry Stack, president 
of Telvent's Energy division. "We are pleased to contribute to SGI's on-going business 
success." 

 
 
About Telvent 
 
Telvent (NASDAQ: TLVT) is a global IT solutions and business information services 
provider dedicated to helping improve efficiency and reliability of the world’s leading 
companies. Telvent serves markets that are critical to the sustainability of the planet, 
including the energy, transportation, agricultural and environmental sectors. 
(www.telvent.com) 
 
 
 



 

 
 

About SGI 
 
Società Gasdotti Italia (SGI) is the second largest natural gas transportation company 
in Italy and the country’s largest private gas company. SGI operates through a 
network of six natural gas pipelines across Italy, totaling approximately 1300 
kilometers of high-pressure pipeline that serves more than 400 industrial customers 
and municipalities throughout the country. 
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